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Each problem is worth 4 points. To obtain a grade 3, 4 or 5, you need 10, 14 or 18 points,
respectively. You must not use any aids (no textbooks, notes, calculators or other electronic
tools).

1. Consider a time discrete model for annual propagation of plants:

pn+2 � ↵��pn+1 � (1� ↵)��2�pn = 0

Here pn is the number of plants year n, � is the average number of produced seeds per plant,
� the winter survival fraction, ↵ the fraction of seeds that germinate after one winter, and
� the fraction that germinate after two winters. Suppose that it has been observed that
� = 6, ↵ = 1/4, and � = 2/9. Find the general solution pn of the equation (depending on
�). What is the condition on � for the plant population to survive for large n (this means
not getting pn ! 0 as n ! 1)?
If the value of � drops to 0 (no seeds germinate after two winters),with � = 6 and ↵ = 1/4
as before, what becomes the condition on � for the plant population to survive for large
n?

2. A model for the mixing of two populations x(t) and y(t) is given by
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Find all steady states (= equilibrium points) and determine their stability. Draw a phase
plane picture (with nullclines and directions of the vector field). What happens to the
populations as t ! 1 ?
Find a second-order (non-homogeneous) ODE for x(t) and solve it explicitly. Determine
the limit of x(t) as t ! 1 also from this expression.

3. Let Cn and Sn be the number of disease cases and susceptibles, respectively, at time
n in a time discrete model for spread of disease. A disease case lasts one unit of time
and recovered individuals are immune. The number of encounters between infected and
susceptibles is modeled by a term ↵CnSn, and Sn has a birth rate B, where ↵ > 0 and
B > 0 are constants. The model becomes

(
Cn+1 = ↵CnSn

Sn+1 = Sn � ↵CnSn +BSn

Find all steady states (= equilibrium points = fixed points) of this model and determine
their stability.

PLEASE TURN



4. Let x(t) and y(t) be prey and predator populations, respectively, decribed by a Lotka-
Volterra predator-prey model with logistic prey growth:
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,

where a > 0 is a constant. Find all steady states (= equilibrium points) and determine
their stability. Draw a phase plane picture (with nullclines and directions of the vector
field). What happens to the populations as t ! 1 if x(0) > 0 and y(0) > 0 ? What is the
condition on a for solutions to move in a spiral towards the stable steady state?

5. For 0 < x < 1 and t > 0, solve the initial-boundary value problem (IBVP) for u(t, x)
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ut = 2uxx � 3u
ux(t, 0) = 0
ux(t, 1) = 0
u(0, x) = 2 cos ⇡x� cos 3⇡x

Hint: put u(t, x) = v(t, x)e↵t.

6. Consider a Schnakenberg two-component reaction-di↵usion system with concentrations
u(x, t) and v(x, t) : (

ut = 0.25� u+ u2v +D1 uxx

vt = 0.75� u2v +D2 vxx

Find the spatially uniform steady state (ū, v̄), and show that it is stable if there is no
di↵usion (D1 = D2 = 0). With di↵usion present (D1 > 0, D2 > 0), find the condition for
Turing di↵usive instability. If D1 = 1, for what values of D2 does the system have di↵usive
instabilities?






